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The HaveNWant  
Common Cortical Algorithm 







HaveNWant is a low-level cognitive schemata that processes bits of information bidirectionally.  It is a 
common cortical algorithm whose Tinker-Toy® like parts can construct networks that react 
powerfully in embedded environments. They exhibit many of the animal learning abilities described 
by Piaget. Learning occurs when unknowns are detected, triggering the addition of new elements to 
the network. In this way, forward models can be built from experience, and many of these models can 
be linked together to form large distributed associative memories; HaveNWant’s level of abstraction 
lies well above neurological models, focusing on functionality and avoiding biological constraints. It 
also lies above computer AND and OR gates, which operate unidirectionally. In HaveNWant, for 
every signal going one way, there is another signal coming back. HaveNWant atoms continually 
reconcile the information on their links, each imposing a particular constraint. Its networks aggregate 
many single links, to efficiently enforce large sophisticated relationships. HaveNWant operates below 
most AI architectures, which have algorithms that do not constrain bit-level computational locality. 
Although the examples given involve toy networks, we have a plan to extend the base algorithms by 
adding dynamically learned variables and noise tolerance, to produce robust behavior. 
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1 Background 
The HaveNWant Common Cortical Algorithm operates in a distributed reactive controller, and 
allows it to learn how to manipulate its environment. It is inspired by Minsky’s Society of Mind1, 
which describes a connectionist approach to deconstruct human behaviors. This work is an 
implementation of his more detailed K-line Theory2. It is built bottom up, and made entirely of atoms 
connected by bidirectional links. Each of these links sends one scalar variable to a neighboring atom, 
and receives one back. A link might be used to communicate when a worker below “has” some 
amount of a resource, and a boss above “wants” it. HaveNWant employs a number of the core 
algorithms of Machine Learning to make its networks operate. For instance, the same Q-Learning3 
used by AlphaGo4 to find action-value functions for fixed networks over a 19x19 board, HaveNWant 
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uses to drive the models that it has learned into wanted contexts; Models are learned by experience in 
small domains, and the techniques of sparse distributed memories described by Kanerva5 are used to 
link them together, while still retaining their ability to recall the missing terms of partial patterns. Thus 
an associative memory that records “before” and “after” can have the present conditions applied to its 
”before” terms and it will recall the future; HaveNWant can be thought of as a genetic algorithm, 
where every sensory data decoder is also a gene. A boss “decoder/gene” is the descendent of all the 
worker “decoder/genes” that feed it information from below. This Neural Darwinism of the brain 
drives an Evolutionary Computing6 environment. Each decoder determines its fitness function from 
how relevant its “have” signal was to its bosses; Bayesian operations are commonly implemented in 
full matrix form by architectures such as Jeff Hawkins’ HTM7, whereas HaveNWant takes full 
advantage of its sparse environment. HaveNWant’s Bayesian factals can coexist with other kinds of 
processing, such as identification of unknowns, and building models; Reservoir Computing8 constructs 
mechanisms that predict binary signals from an unknown reservoir, whereas HaveNWant integrates 
such mechanisms into its networks, to generate control signals. 
HaveNWant lies well above common neural models, such as Steven Grossberg’s description of the 
function ø() that dendrites compute9, or Jeff Hawkins’ dendritic function10, which focuses on sequence 
memory. HaveNWant offers the much less detailed model of micro-bidirectionality. It is significant to 
notice that nerves actually do support bidirectional signaling along their axons and dendrites -- there 
are signal molecules such as NGF which travel along the tubulin fibers inside them, from cell body to 
synapse and back. Unfortunately, this signaling is too slow for animal reactions. We suspect it may 
instead direct the construction of separate forward and backward spiking nets. These separate nets may 
be of differing complexity, perhaps explaining why ten times the number of fibers go from V2 to V1 
as go the other way. Thus the simpler bidirectional model of HaveNWant is neurally plausible. Lateral 
inhibition, common in most neural models, is best implemented in HaveNWant separately as an extra 
forward layer, performing a downstream winner-take-most function. 
The computational granularity of an algorithm measures the size of the atoms that compute it. 
HaveNWant uses much smaller atoms than other AI systems. In a recent survey of 26 current AI 
systems11, all block diagrams had global data and global algorithms. For instance, both Soar, a rule-
based production system, and OpenCog, a general-purpose system, have global algorithms that operate 
on global “big box” data. They appear unconstrained by granularity. In contrast, HaveNWant exhibits 
fine granularity. Everything is broken down to simple atoms that can be constructed using only a 
handful of nonlinear valves. HaveNWant has also adopted the computational style of micro-
bidirectionality, which seems not present in other architectures. This would make it unique in its 
ability to learn at the bit level. Large HaveNWant Networks will be shown in simulation that have the 
cognitive abilities described by Piaget, including assimilation, accommodation, and equilibration12. 
The process of reification13 14 involves higher-level concepts being able to evoke concrete lower level 
representations. Micro-bidirectionality makes this almost trivial, as “want” signals can travel 
backwards along the path of “have” signals that activated it; We have developed many specific 
networks with interesting properties. These include building models from experience, and then 
combining them in a distributed cortex-wide associative memory. These memories form a large 
forward simulator; we call this the Reenactment Simulator. They are demonstrated in Section 4 and 
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They implement a basic form of animal learning, upon which the more complex and powerful 
kinds of human learning can be built. Basic animal learning occurs when a parrot figures out how to 
bend a paper clip into a tool to fish a worm out of a test tube; or when an orangutan figures out how to 
use a blade of grass to lure termites out of their nest; or when a 16-month old baby learns the dexterity 
needed to put Legos together. None of these examples need involve imitation or language, although if 
added they would certainly improve. We also believe imitation and language can be constructed using 
animal learning, as emergent properties of HaveNWant networks.  
2 HaveNWant Atoms 
HaveNWant can be defined using a simple model: All communications occurs along a link 
between an inferior worker that manages a resource, and a boss that uses it. The worker, because it is 
inferior, is always pictured below the boss. The resource is described by a predicate. For example, in 
Figure 1 the worker manages the resource represented by predicate “I am standing”. This predicate is 
not in the machine. It is just there to help us understand. The machine just computes based on link 
 
values; There are two unidirectional signals in a “factal” link: The worker sends one scalar variable up 
to the boss telling it how much it “has” evidence the predicate is true in the world: for example that I 
am currently standing. The boss sends a second scalar variable down to the worker telling it how much 
it “wants” the predicate to be true, for example, that standing is good. Thus all links are bidirectional 
and represent a one-bit predicate. We coined the term “factal” for these links, as a contraction of 
“fractal” and “fact”. Atoms can resolve constraints on all their links using just these two signals. That 
these pairs just seem to go together naturally is remarkable. One continually experiences that all of the 
information needed to complete operations is present locally when the forward and return paths are 
packaged together. This kind of bidirectionality is also present in nature, for example when the voltage 
of a node is constantly broadcast out all its wires, and current from each wire comes in. 
In general, atoms may have many bosses and many workers. We find it simpler to build all 
networks using atoms with only one boss or one worker. These are shown in Figure 2: canonic form 
with one worker looks like an oak tree; flipped form looks like a broom. All networks can be 
restructured using only these two forms. There are a couple dozen kinds of atoms described in canonic 
form in the HaveNWant Architecture document15, each with a special function. When building a 
network each atom can be installed in canonic or flipped form. In a further simplification, we often 
consider atoms with ports that all perform the same function. This is analogous to a unidirectional 
computer AND gate, where swapping any two inputs does not change the system’s function. The first 
atom to consider is the bidirectional MaxOr, which implements a winner-take-all operation. Consider 
a MaxOr gate in flipped form, with one boss: The winner is the worker with the maximum “have”. 
That value goes upward, as the bosses “have” signal. When the boss sends its “want” downward, the 
winner takes all of the “want”. The losers get nothing. It provides the essence of a priority multiplexor, 
where the worker with the maximum bid gets any downward activation; The Bayesian Atom uses a 
different strategy. It shares proportionately according to its a-priori “have” signals. The Hamming 









Figure 1: A factal link Figure 2: Canonic and flipped forms
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“have” signal represents the Hamming distance from where all its workers, each representing a 
prerequisite, are true. The downward desire to each worker reflects how critical that worker is to the 
boss. We have found a particular distribution that allows the missing parts of partial patterns to be 
reconstructed. 
Other Atoms contain Ports with uniquely different functionality: The Previous unit keeps around 
what happened the last time on a uniquely named Port. This allows associative memories to capture 
state transitions, key to building forward machines. A close cousin is the Sequence atom, which in 
flipped form “wants” its workers to “have” completed in succession: The Excess Port of a Broadcast 
Atom reports unknown conditions, the extent to which the model above does not account for the 
sensation from below. All Broadcast Atoms with incomplete accounting generate a signal out their 
Excess Port. This is treated as an unknown and is handled in a different section of the network; A 
Write Head creates and adds a new element with connections to only those of its Ports that were active 
at time of birth. The new element has no connections to inactive Ports. This is the primary way 
networks grow. The new element added is a Hamming Atom when building a model, and a Crux Net 
when building a tree. A WriteHead operates totally locally within an Actor; There are various other 
housekeeping atoms, such as Modulate and Rotate. 
3 Methods 
The HaveNWant environment is implemented as a Macintosh application called the Factal 
Workbench. Networks are defined in a few lines of code, created as HaveNWant models, placed in 3D 
objects, and observed as they interact in environments. Links display green if their “have” is ON, red 
if their “want” is ON, and black if both are ON. HaveNWant class objects are written capitalized. 
Their class hierarchy is as follows: a Port object contains a “have” and “want” scalar variable. An 
Atom contains a limited number of Ports, each of which face either up or down. Two Ports of different 
Atoms facing in opposite directions can be connected to form a Link. Some Ports have a Sharing 
capability that allow a Splitter Atom to perform interesting functions, such as MinAnd, MaxOr, 
Bayesian (with priors used to distribute activations), Broadcast (to all, with an accounting of 
unknowns), Hamming (of prerequisites to be satisfied), and Sequence (of Shares, one before the 
other). Other important Atoms include the Previous Atom (that remembers what happened before), 
and the WriteHead (that adds new Atoms to the network in particular ways). A Net contains elements 
of almost any kind. A Bundle is a Net that contains a hierarchy of Leaf Nets. Within each Leaf Nets 
lies the processing required for each user bit. An Actor is a Net with a lower evidence and upper 
context Bundle. It supports adding new elements connecting them. A Brain is the largest Net in the 
simulation. It reacts with an environment that is hard coded in a Generator. Factal Workbench sources 
are public domain and available at Github16. 
4 Experimental Results 
We describe some interesting toy networks that currently work in the Factal Workbench simulator. 
Still images of them are shown in Figure 3, while videos showing dozens of networks in operation are 
available in the BICA supplemental files. All the latest results are available online17. Future networks 
will be described in Section 5. The first network is (A) the Umbrella network. This tiny two-atom 
network shows the power of bidirectional logic. With “have raining” and “have umbrella” going up, 
the network operates inductively, producing “have dry”. With instead “want dry” coming down, this 
causes “want umbrella”, and either Umbrella A or Umbrella B is wanted, depending on which is 
closer. This is deductive operation; The next network is called (B) Cat-Dog. It starts empty, and learns 
a simple model that associates animals with named sounds. This is what Piaget calls assimilation; The 
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next network (C) knows Morse Code. If the sequence da-di-da-di-t is presented at the trunk, the leaf 
for the letter ‘c’ is activated. The leaf is created if it does not already exist, and thus the tree grows to 
contain all letters experienced. If the leaf for the letter ‘c’ is activated at the top of the tree, the 
sequence of symbols “da-di-da-di-t” is generated sequentially at the trunk. A higher-level network 
might associate these letters with words, etc. Similar methods may be extended to the domain of 
music; The (D) Shaft Encoder network assimilates the rotational sequences that a wheel with a 3-pole 
encoder might generate, sequences that we think of as “forward”, “backward”, and “stopped”. Its 
operation spotlights how the Previous Atom enters into associations to encode state transitions. The 
network itself will operate bidirectionally, either reporting shaft rotations or generating them, as a 
motor; The (E) Four Word Language shows how many smaller networks can operate together to form 
a larger network. It has two shaft encoders driving wheels of a Logo-like turtle or Braitenberg 
vehicle18 . It also has word and language modules, and exhibits the very primitive language abilities of 
a 16-month child, with sentences like ‘A’ ‘Forward’. It can act based on commands, and shortly will 
say what actions it is performing. All of these networks have been kept simple for ease of 
understanding. 
 
5 Future Networks 
The previous section shows only a small fraction of what we think is possible with the HaveNWant 
Schemata. This section describes other bigger networks we have in planning. We hope that together 
they will form the skeleton of a powerful animal or even human-like brain. We start with a simpler 
multi-purpose network, the (F) the Connection Network19. It connects volumes of sensory information 
below to a bank of models above for analysis. For instance, a 2D retina might have the pattern of a 
dog on it. That area of the retina should be connected by a path through the Connection Network to a 
model which detects dog. That path should follow the dog as it moves on the retina. There can be any 
paths between different areas and different models active simultaneously. All Bundles of a Connection 
Network have a “bid” factal, used to determine the connection path. Along a path, all bid factal have 
A. 
C. Morse Code 
B. Cat Dog D. Shaft 
E. Four Word 
Figur e 3: Working Networks 
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both its “have” and “want” signals asserted. This means the boss wants more, and the worker has 
more. This productivity is what sustains the path’s existence in the network. A simple Connection 
Network might use Bundles of the same structure everywhere. Thus when a lower level sensation 
connects to a higher level model, they act as if they were both directly connected to the same bundle, 
even though they are far apart and only a temporary connected. It is actually more powerful to allow 
the structure of Bundles to vary. It does require incremental transformations to be learned inside the 
network; A simplistic (G) Visual System for a video game illustrates this. It contains a Connection 
Network that chooses the most important block, and relays that block and the blocks around it up to a 
single model that learns the patterns. About 10 different (H) 5-bit Worlds will be presented to a single 
network that will learn a different model for each; The (I) Turtle Pen environment contains a Logo 
turtle as before, constrained within the four walls of a pen. We expect to build a model that learns this 
environment, and how to drive the turtle to a desired wall; The (J) Driving a Chevy network learns to 
control a car. Its world contains about a dozen factals reflecting places where a driver can touch the 
car, such as the door, locks, and pedals. It operates in a “monkey see - monkey do” mode: We expect 
to produce a highly factored model, that can do many operations not in the training.  
Next we address some of the larger issues of animal cognition. The first is the notion of Thought 
itself. The Reenactment Simulator performs this function. Its upper level “state” Bundles both detect 
and also determine how its lower-level models are activated. There is a unique upper Atom for each 
discernible pattern of low-level states. If a higher-level Atom wants to reify a dog, it asserts the “want” 
signal for dog. Because of HaveNWant’s micro-bidirectionality, the want travels down the same path 
that detected dog. At each stage, the want is proportioned according to how to best make “have dog” 
stronger at that local spot. The Reenactment Simulator has some interesting properties, especially if 
you assert many higher-level partial states simultaneously. Consider for instance that “dog” and “cat” 
are activated together. Simultaneously, each activates its pattern in lower level state. Since these may 
overlap, a brain-wide simulation of all active Actors is required. Usually these are easily resolved. 
From what we know of cats and dogs in our example, we might expect a fight;  
Language conveys the high-level activation state of one Reenactment Simulator to another. It 
serializes active settings into a sequence of symbols such as words. The listener deserializes the words 
into the settings of its Reenactment Simulator. For example, if I were to shout “There’s a lion behind 
you”, you would act differently; No serialization is needed when a baby first speaks one word 
sentences like “car” and “mama”. Two word sentences like “car fast” or “eat please” require only a 
simple prioritization, as we have demonstrated in the Four Word Language network. We have 
described a (K) Primitive Grammar network20, that learns how to bias the order of serialization and 
deserialization. A key to its operation is the ability to mark settings already uttered, so other settings 
can emerge from a simple output multiplexor. 
Episodic learning has a huge survival advantage. It involves capturing a single experience and 
committing it to long-term memory. We believe that the primary mechanism for holding long-term 
memories involves axon growth, not the adjusting synapses with STDP, LTP, LTD, etc. The much 
larger number of potential connections allow much more information to be stored, using 
Kolmogorov21 measures. A classical Hebbian “fires-wires” network22 can be constructed using a 
process we call Hebbian Arborization23. In it, axons grow towards dendritic sites that fire with them. 
Unfortunately, axon growth is slow and might require hundreds or thousands of repetitions to 
complete. We propose a way to accelerate learning rates by capturing a single episode and echoing it 
over and over again, until synapses are formed. The mechanism to capture and echo is probably very 
complex, and we think it is located in the hippocampus. This one mechanism must be shared by the 
thousands of models in the Reenactment Simulator. Thus we postulate a network called the (L) 
Maslovian Multiplexor, which selects the most important of the unknowns, and presents them to the 
echo network. The Maslovian Multiplexor is defined as a HaveNWant Connection Network, which 
connects unknowns from thousands if not millions of models located on the cortical sheet, and 
presents one of them at a time to the hippocampus, located at the edge of the sheet. Each stage of the 
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multiplexor bidirectionally connects the Bundle from its most important leaf to its trunk. Each level of 
the multiplexor may strip off things not needed at higher levels, save them as local state, only to 
restore them on the way back to the model. Whatever the hippocampus echoes determines the new 
synapse in the model.  How the hippocampus operates is not addressed here.    
Finally we sketch the skeleton of a full “Baby-Brain”, a network specified by genetics or a 
programmer that could grow to a powerful adult. Initially it contains connections to the motors and 
sensors and shrunken versions of the Reenactment Simulator, and episodic learning. Its networks start 
empty, shrunken like freeze-dried food. It has no content and few values defined for its variables: Of 
the networks in Section 4, it would not know what the poles of a shaft are, what the word “forward” 
meant, which wheel is ‘A’, what noises animals make, and the patterns of Morse Code. These it learns 
from experience, and by the variable and Actor splitting methods we have discussed. 
6 Future Improvements to the Schemata 
The core of HaveNWant is for bit-level bidirectional communications to be used in all parts of the 
brain. It also involves building small models individually, combining them to form large forward 
predictive models, and then using these for action selection. Once developed, the core will be made 
more robust by dynamically reforming variables and Actors. Variables can have new values added to 
them, and values shifted to optimize their information. Actors to can be factored into several parts, 
which then replace them.  Several simple mechanisms will be added to HaveNWant elements to 
measure correlations and viability, and to aid learning and noise reduction. These include N-Arm 
Bandit counters and weight and viability status. (Currently, weights are binary: 1 for a connection and 
0 for none, and notions of viability are not present.) 
These additions should powerfully extend operation well past simplistic toy range. We expect 
culling to be used to remove useless elements in an Evolutionary Computing environment, when 
resource constraints are encountered. (So far we haven’t had resource constraints.) We expect 
surviving where others are culled is how support vectors are identified. We have not yet implemented 
Q-Learning in Actors; The exact function performed by a Hamming Atom needs to be reviewed, so it 
operates in very large distributed memories; HaveNWant uses discrete time, not continuous; It does 
not support abstract mathematical functions as part of a user’s model of the world. (This simplifies the 
underlying implementation significantly); We think supervised learning can be extended to 
unsupervised learning by exploiting temporal coherence, but have no algorithms for it; There are many 
issues with the operation and efficiency of Connection Networks;   
HaveNWant is still in its infancy, and not ready to engage in benchmarks such as playing GO. We 
do not know if these algorithms will utilize a CPU efficiently; Although HaveNWant might be 
implemented as custom hardware (as did Thinking Machines) it is far from that now. How the wiring 
required by WriteHeads can be performed in silicon has not been developed. (The routing facilities 
used by FPGA’s may be appropriate, or perhaps with some new more organic technology.)  
7 Conclusions 
We hope that by exploring this little world of bit-level bidirectionality, somewhat above the level 
of microbiology, but below the level of Artificial Intelligence, the HaveNWant Schemata has taken a 
significant step to define the long sought after Common Cortical Algorithm24, that underlies all animal 
learning. Its high-level functionality processes cortical information similarly in all areas of the brain. 
The HaveNWant Schemata develops a set of simple building blocks and then shows what they can do. 
What they can do is build larger and larger brains. They are capable of learning an environment by 
interacting with it, and building many small models as experience progresses. This process is the 
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essence of animal learning, and the knowledge network so formed is often called common sense. We 
have shown networks with the cognitive structures of impressive abilities, including one that listens 
and acts with the language of a 16-month old infant. A major open question of this project is whether 
it will be possible to manage networks large enough to exhibit interesting animal or even human 
common sense behaviors. The presence of micro bidirectionality aids their organization, but the 
effects of moving from simplistic to robust networks, as well as the size and structure of common 
sense is unknown. 
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